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Premise MODEL REPOSITORIES

The pervasiveness of modelling 
techniques in everyday software 
practice has escalated the importance 
of reliable model repositories

A contributory factor limiting the use of current search engines is the poor alignment 
between the query languages and the lattice of relations among the different and 
heterogeneous artifacts in the repository.
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FOR THIS REASON

The availability of efficient and accurate 
ways to retrieve artifacts is becoming of 
high relevance.

Thus, relying on sound and well-formed 
models for discovering and reusing 
existing artifacts is key to preserving 
productivity benefits.



Problem The diversity and numerosity of models stored in a 
repository require query mechanisms based on a 
finer-grained level of understanding of the repository.
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For instance, in order to locate an artifact, it might be useful to be 
able to predicate over repository-wide attributes:

- artifact types
- metamodels
- domain types
- maturity levels

and...

- metamodel/model elements (internally)



CONTRIBUTION
We present a novel approach to model search that leverages the repository structure into a 
megamodel
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USABILITY
The approach provides designers with dedicated operators to explore the model repository 
without requiring the knowledge of low-level details about the underlying platforms to 
formulate the queries.
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Outline 1. Motivating scenarios

2. Requirements

3. Presented Approach

4. Running Example

5. Conclusions
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Structure of the presentation



Motivating 
Scenario

We discuss exploratory scenarios with the goal:

- highlighting the need for proper methods and tools supporting the 
exploration of model repositories managing different kinds of interrelated 
modelling artifacts;

- showing that even the implementation of simple search scenarios can be 
error-prone and time-consuming if not adequately supported.
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Scenario 2: 
Transformations

Scenario 3: 
Models

Scenario 1:
Metamodels



1.
Metamodels
Find the metamodels 
that contain a specific 
metaclass defined in 
terms of its name
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1.
Metamodels
Find the metamodels 
that contain a specific 
metaclass defined in 
terms of its name 
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1.
Metamodels
Find the metamodels 
that contain a specific 
metaclass defined in 
terms of its name and 
structural features
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2.
Transformations
Find transformations 
able to generate 
specific elements out 
of source models of a 
given type
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3.
Models
Find models 
conforming to a specific 
metamodel
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Requirements
Supported modeling artifact

It refers to the kinds of artifacts 
that the considered approach is 
able to manage

Query mechanism

It refers to how query are specified;
e.g., there are approaches that allow 
users to specify queries with query 
strings; others adopt more structured 
languages like OCL

Megamodel-awareness

Some approaches consider also 
relations among different kinds 
of artifacts, where relations 
give place to joins that traverse 
the repository; 

Considering the artifact 
relations requires the approach 
to be aware of the repository 
structure typically represented 
by means of megamodels
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Indexing supported

In order to make searches more 
efficient, approaches may rely 
on indexing mechanisms



“
Only few approaches leverage the relationships 

among the artifacts as first-class entities to be used 
when exploring an existing model repository. 
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“
Most of the existing approaches are based on indexing 

techniques for the sake of better performance. 

Some approaches have recognized the importance of being 
generic and supporting the management of any kind of 

modeling artifacts. 
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Very simple requirements may lead to complex queries 
embedded in components that involve several languages 
and tools

Inspirational 
Examples

Gmail

provides users with a list of 
domain-specific operators that can be 
used when searching throughout mails
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Operators

Multiple operators can be combined in 
complex search string. For instance:

has: attachment 

To: David has: youtube



Inspirational 
Examples

The interesting idea about this is that it 
is based on a very simple syntax that 
does scale well
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▪ It is platform agnostic as it does not require specific expertise 
to be used

▪ The notation remains concise despite searches can get 
complex



Thus, the same mechanism has been adopted for searching through 
model repositories
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Example
Let us assume we are 
interested in retrieving 
all transformations 
that consumes models 
conforming to a 
Family metamodel
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The expression fromMM:Family returns them. 

Now, if we restrict our attention to only those transformations that return 
Person models, we could write…

fromMM:Family and toMM:Person



Available 
Operators in 
our approach

An excerpt of the available* operators 
together with descriptions and typing 
requirements

20*Operators are still under development



Overview of 
the technology 
baseline
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The presented framework is 
developed on top of the 
MDEForge Platform.

MDEForge is an extensible 
modeling framework that 
consists of services for 
storing, managing, analysing 
any kind of modeling 
artefacts

http://mdeforge.org 



Lucene
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Lucene is a simple but powerful 
Java-based and open source 
search library.

The library provides the core 
operations, which are typically 
required by any search 
application. 

The main operations the engine 
provides can be summarized as: 

- collecting the content
- analyzing the artifacts
- indexing the documents
- providing a search 

interface
- query building, query 

execution
- showing results.

https://lucene.apache.org 



Artifact search 
infrastructure
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The integration of MDEForge 
and Lucene



Artifact search 
web interface
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Web-based search page, 
consists of three main parts:

1. the search form
2. the list of available 

search operators that 
can be used for 
specifying the query

3. and the query results.

3 operators expressed by the form {key:value}+ 



Artifact search 
web interface
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Web-based search page, 
consists of three main parts:

1. the search form
2. the list of available 

search operators that 
can be used for 
specifying the query

3. and the query results.

3 operators

Rank detected by Lucene



Experiments
Q1

Get all the metamodels having 
a metaclass named className, 
which in turn contains an 
attribute named attrName, and 
a reference named refName

Q2

Get all the model 
transformations transforming 
metaclasses named 
metaclassName1 to generate 
target metaclassName2 
elements

Q3

Get all the models conforming 
to the metamodel named 
metamodelName
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The queries are written with the proposed approach and 
in OCL in order to provide a comparison



Experiments
Q1

Get all the metamodels having 
a metaclass named className, 
which in turn contains an 
attribute named attrName, and 
a reference named refName
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Experiments
Q1

Get all the metamodels having 
a metaclass named className, 
which in turn contains an 
attribute named attrName, and 
a reference named refName
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Experiments
Q2

Get all the model 
transformations transforming 
metaclasses named 
metaclassName1 to generate 
target metaclassName2 
elements
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Experiments
Q2

Get all the model 
transformations transforming 
metaclasses named 
metaclassName1 to generate 
target metaclassName2 
elements
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Experiments
Q3

Get all the models conforming 
to the metamodel named 
metamodelName
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Experiments
Q3

Get all the models conforming 
to the metamodel named 
metamodelName
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Experiments
Q1

Get all the metamodels having 
a metaclass named className, 
which in turn contains an 
attribute named attrName, and 
a reference named refName

Q2

Get all the model 
transformations transforming 
metaclasses named 
metaclassName1 to generate 
target metaclassName2 
elements

Q3

Get all the models conforming 
to the metamodel named 
metamodelName
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Highlights
It emerges that the execution time of the 
OCL-based queries is always considerably 
higher than that of the proposed approach

Indexes are typically created off-line by means 
of batch processes, which do not interfere 
with the actual execution of queries

Each time the indexes must be updated 
because new artifacts are added, this is done 
incrementally



Conclusion 
and 
Future Work
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Modern modelling tools are becoming more and more distributed 
platforms where artifacts can be persistently stored and coherently 
dealt with.

Being able to conveniently search throughout the repository 
according to specific criteria is key to any reuse practice

The presented approach proposes simple yet powerful operators to 
perform complex repository searches

The corresponding search infrastructure permits modelers to explore 
model repositories in an efficient way by abstracting from the 
specific platforms and tools used to formulate the queries

More accurate comparison criteria and metrics have to be properly 
defined. 

The adoption of alternative frameworks for model query, like Hawk 
will be also investigated



Thanks for the attention!
.
.
.
.
Question?
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Contact:

▪ ludovico.iovino@gssi.it

▪ http://cs.gssi.infn.it/people/postdoc/iovino 

mailto:ludovico.iovino@gssi.it
http://cs.gssi.infn.it/people/postdoc/iovino

